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Timeless elegance

Combining modern technology
with classic design
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This pool and landscape project
was designed and built from concept to
completion by Sean Lynch of Malibu Pools
and Landscapes.
The featured pool is a breathtaking
example of modern pool design partnered
with a new-home construction. This Malibu
pool and landscape package works with
the stunning home, combining the latest in
green pool technology with a classic pool
and landscape design. The attention to detail
in creating a pool area that is timeless is a
unique aspect of designing with Malibu Pools
and Landscapes.
The 10m-long x 2.5m-wide pool has
500mm play benches and formal steps into
the pool. It stands out from the rest with a
beautiful glass waterline tile interior. The use
of the glass tile was selected from the Malibu
Tiles range of interiors for an individual and
eye-catching finish.
This lap pool has a quartz and pebble
interior and uses the unique range of interiors
only available from Malibu Pools. The
addition of a quartz bead chip to the natural
1mm polished ocean pebble creates a finish
that is both smooth to the touch and stunning
to the eye.
All pool and water feature systems are
operated using solar energy harvested from
the solar panels on the roof of the house. This
chemical-free freshwater pool is illuminated
by energy-efficient LED lights for stunning
night entertaining all year round. All pool
and water feature systems are operated with
the latest in remote-control energy-saving
systems for easy operation.
The natural bush setting of this Brisbane
home necessitated the Malibu team to work
with the clients to source some local natural
stone that was to be used in the building of
the pool coping and surrounds. By using this
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Travertine marble stone, a seamless flow was
created between the existing stone areas
of the home and the new stone parts of the
pool. This elegant entertaining area will keep
this space in a timeless style all of its own for
many years to come.
A classic feature wall creates an eyecatching backdrop to the pool. The wall was
designed to bring the water flow towards the
house, while using the same natural feature
stone as was used around the pool to create
a seamless flow of materials inside and out.
Malibu Pools and Landscapes specialises
in designing and building quality outdoor
lifestyle spaces through creative design,
attention to detail, award-winning
construction and professional project
management.
The initial meeting with Sean Lynch at
Malibu Pools and Landscapes allows the
clients to outline their ideas for their project
and ask questions. From this meeting, 3D
concept designs are created including all
aspects of the design, as well as materials
and finishes. All Malibu Pools’ clients are
provided with 3D concept designs and an
itemised construction proposal that details
the complete scope of works and all of the
costs involved.
Malibu Pools and Landscapes,
established more than 35 years ago, is
now one of the leading pool design and
construction companies in the country and
has won several state and national industry
design and construction awards. Sean
Lynch has been the managing architect
at the company for more than eight years.
His qualifications and experience in ecosmart design and construction bring a
unique perspective to your next project. “At
Malibu Pools we offer our clients creative
designs built by our own quality in-house

construction teams all at package prices,”
explains Sean. Focusing on a limited
number of projects each year, Malibu Pools
and Landscapes offers an all-inclusive
package for your new pool and landscape
project. Malibu Pools and Landscapes
uses only experienced in-house trade staff,
guaranteeing a professional service and
lasting quality of construction. The company
services the south-east Queensland region
from Noosa to the Gold Coast.
Malibu Pools and Landscapes has
developed an engaging and effective method
of working with its clients to ensure their ideas
and concepts transform into their reality,
with eye-catching build quality and the latest
in energy-efficient operating systems. The
principle of good design, according to Sean,
comes from listening to your clients, offering
your ideas and creating design options that
echo their vision. The company’s constant
research of new products, and offering
its clients the latest in green design and
construction practices, means Malibu Pools
and Landscapes is committed to developing
your property for the needs of today as well
as those of tomorrow.

Fact Sheet

Pool designed and built by Sean Lynch of
Malibu Pools & Landscapes
6 Billan Street, Carina Qld 4170
Landscape Architect: Sean Lynch B.ESci
M: 0414 622 085
P: 07 3161 8724
F: 07 3161 8574
E: admin@malibupools.com.au
W: www.malibupools.com.au
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